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Abstract— Extrapolation from low-fidelity design iterations
is especially critical in HRI. An initial proposal for low-fidelity
to higher fidelity extrapolation is developed using insights from
cognitive multimedia learning theory to account for the effects
of prototype medium and three types of cognitive demands.
Inspired by Donald Norman and others, our proposal lever-
ages tightly controlled and multi-authored scenarios through
crowdsourcing to create additional potential evidence as a kind
of experimental “stress test.” We motivate our proposal by
investigating the intersection of emotion and human control,
which is understudied outside of autonomous vehicles (AV)
and HRI research. Evidence for positively moderated emotional
effects in text-based AV scenarios as well as tentative evidence
for our extrapolation proposal are identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of extrapolation from design iterations
can not be overstated. In industry, user experience design
matched the pace of Moore’s Law because of faster design it-
erations caused by extrapolation from low fidelity prototypes
[1]. Human-robot interaction (HRI) research has long used
human-centered design (HCD) [2], [3], [4] since interaction
success is largely determined by human perception. The
importance and effort saved by reliable extrapolation at lower
fidelity to high fidelity prototypes is even greater in HRI and
autonomous vehicles (AV) research. Donald Norman, famous
designer, prominent advocate (and critic) of HCD, noticed
that HCD created design solutions that were not radical and
that radical designs were often created without a design
process [5]. Following a field review of video game devel-
opment and radical design change in technology, Norman
and Verganti proposed ”meaning change” as a philosophy
for improving design research: ”[o]ne promising direction in
the development of radical innovation is to modify the HCD
process to require simultaneous develop of multiple ideas and
prototypes.” [5, p. 96] Grappling with multiple perspectives
allows the HCD designer to iterate towards likely global
maxima in the design space because they are forced to
deeply extrapolate from the eyes of others. Extrapolation
from design iterations to global design maxima remains just
as important in HRI research. As illustrated in Figure 1,
our first contribution is an initial proposal for design-driven
extrapolation of statistical significance from low-fidelity to
high-fidelity HRI related prototypes. Although the effects
of prototype medium within HRI have been investigated,
associated theory has been minimal. We draw from an
educational instruction theory to explain when extrapolation
from low fidelity prototypes is and is not likely. Key to
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our extrapolation proposal are multi-authored scenarios as
a method for surfacing additional meaning and stress test-
ing initial prototype findings at the same level of fidelity.
This matches broader trends of greater extrapolation from
reduced fidelity prototypes. The method may also support
HRI researchers seeking unanticipated but superior designs.
Fig. 1. Our extrapolation proposal in HRI design context
To motivate our investigation beyond HCD and into
design-driven research we consider emotional interaction for
sites of critical HRI control: autonomous vehicles. Argu-
ments from legal culpability in finance, erroneous algorith-
mic decision making and preference modeling algorithms
support the importance of human guided control of machines
[6], [7], [8]. However, the autonomous vehicles literature
represents one of the few areas where emotion and human
guided control intersect. Reflecting upon experiences, or
cognitive elaboration, is a daily phenomena but its effects in
HRI scenarios is largely under investigated [9]. Our second
contribution is to investigate elusive emotional environmental
phenomena in HRI contexts, where we find evidence for
positive moderated emotional effects.
II. RELATED WORK AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Our understanding of the proposed moderated relationship
of cognitive elaboration, multi-authorship, emotion was mo-
tivated by cognitive science theory. In our main contribu-
tion, using concepts from educational instruction theory, the
cognitive theory of multimedia media learning (multimedia
learning theory) [10], we propose an initial extrapolation
method from low to higher fidelity prototypes. Recogniz-
ing that HRI inherently contains vivid perceptual elements,
we first review theory on vividness and emotion. Then
we examine existing literature on low-fidelity extrapolation
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and identify how multimedia learning theory can address
existing gaps. Important to both cognitive elaboration and
our extrapolation proposal, we detail a method of controlled
multi-authored scenario construction. Motivated by cognitive
theory, we propose and justify a hypothesis that multi-
authorship will moderate positive change in emotion. Finally
we present an initial theoretical proposal that justifies extrap-
olating text-based scenario significance to other multimedia.
A. Vividness and Emotion
We study emotional induction and because vividness im-
pacts emotion it is important to consider. Vividness, or
attentional salience [11], is a conscious and salient quality
of subjective experience that is often created when novel
situations are encountered. A definition common in social
psychology literature are those experiences “... likely to
attract and hold our attention and to excite the imagination
to the extent that it is emotionally interesting, concrete and
imagery-provoking, and proximate in a sensory, temporal, or
spatial way” [12]. Because HRI experiences are historically
novel they necessarily contain vivid attributes [9]. For exper-
imental subjects, novel HRI experiences include experiments
involving prototypes although this may change as robot
interaction becomes more common [13], [14]. The exper-
imental psychology literature has extensively studied and
constructed vivid stimuli [15] to create emotion manipulation
conditions, including text-based scenarios. Vivid perceptual
details associated with positive and negative emotion are
remembered with greater clarity in psychophysical studies
[16]. In our text-based AV experiments vividness self-report
ratings after the experiment provide evidence that vivid
experiences took place. Because vividness can be difficult to
control [17] in this work we assume random prevalence of
vividness intensity and include it within a theoretical model
drawn from the literature.
B. Extrapolation and Cognitive Load in Multimedia Learn-
ing Theory
The literature on extrapolation from low-fidelity design
iterations has not resulted in or drawn upon unified theory
of medium effects [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] even though
the effects of medium in HRI experiment have been studied
[23]. Zhou and Rau use correlational evidence drawn from
mixed fidelity experiments to argue for matching prototype
fidelity to one or more stages of usability testing [18] but do
not generalize their findings beyond video game controllers
or account for biases identified in other work. Other work
identifies cognitive biases caused by low-fidelity prototype
comparison to actual systems [20], [22], including idealiza-
tion effects and hindsight bias. Sauer and Sonderegger found
that mobile phone implementation fidelity did not impact
usability evaluation or task completion time, suggesting
that “prototypes of reduced fidelity may be suitable for
modeling the reference system [e.g full physical system]”
[19]. However, although the effects of and, in some cases,
extrapolation from low-fidelity prototypes have been studied,
in HRI the theory is scant.
Even as experimental HRI subjects, humans continuously
learn from experiences. If we view HRI experimentation
as a form of carefully controlled design wherein subject
learning does and does not occur then we can consider
cognitive theory of multimedia learning [10], [24] in the
educational instruction literature. Here the effect of medium,
or multimedia, on learning is defined by a cognitive rela-
tionship, or cognitive load, between the five senses, limited
short-term memory and the utility of perceived information.
Just as importantly, mental processing driven by imagination
connects cognitive load to sensory capacity because imag-
ination, later referred to as cognitive elaboration, engages
the sensory areas of the brain [25]. Three types of cognitive
load exist: (a) mental processing related to learning, or
germane load, (b) mental processing unrelated to learning,
or extraneous load, and, mental processing demanded by
the media itself, or intrinsic load. The theory argues that
limited short-term memory and sensory processing create
a tradeoff between germane and extraneous load while the
medium itself incurs a fixed intrinsic demand. Described
as an additive relationship with finite bounds, when any
combination of loads exceeds a subject’s working memory
then their experience of learning stops [10]. We describe in
greater detail elsewhere how the tradeoff can be modelled
and utilized to extrapolate the effects of a prototype using
evidence from varied cognitive load experiments. Because
experimental HRI settings are not typically purely educa-
tional they are likely to contain a mix of germane and
extraneous loads along the intrinsic load of the prototype.
C. Using Multi-Authorship to increase Cognitive Elabora-
tion and relationship to Cognitive Load
The mental process of reflecting upon, extrapolating from
and filtering conveyed experience is cognitive elaboration
[26]. Cognitive elaboration is important in HRI because
humans cognitively reflect upon and filter vivid HRI experi-
ences that are largely initially understood unconsciously. Yet
it is unknown how cognitive elaboration affects other areas
of subjective HRI experience, including emotion.
Under a multimedia learning theory perspective, cognitive
elaboration is caused by processing germane and extraneous
cognitive loads that inspire mental reflection. For the case of
low-fidelity text-based prototypes, writers holding different
viewpoints than the reader will generally reflect unexpected
semantics and pragmatics in their writing. Content authored
by multiple authors, or multi-authorship, contain a greater
variety of unexpected information that increases the level
of cognitive elaboration. For autonomous vehicles, vehicle
driving and driving styles are controversial partially because
they surface intense attitudes uniquely based on subjective
experience and viewpoints [27], [28]. We expect that imag-
ining autonomous driving scenarios from another perspective
but written in first person will require greater cognitive
elaboration because of strongly held driving attitudes. There
is evidence of external and ecological validity of emotional
text-based vignettes, or emotional short stories, to real life
physical scenarios in the psychology appraisal literature [29].
By instructing participants to imagine themselves within
first person vignettes of multiple or single authorship that
they read out loud we investigate cognitive elaboration within
emotional autonomous vehicle scenarios. When carefully
controlled, we expect multi-authorship to be a method of
increasing germane and extraneous reflective load, or cogni-
tive elaboration, while keeping intrinsic load fixed. Figure 2
illustrates a constrained user interface for collecting crowd-
sourced AV scenario revisions that requires driving events,
overall themes and several key words to be present.
Fig. 2. Crowdsourcing interface for collecting controlled scenario revisions
D. Relationship between Cognitive Elaboration, Vividness
and Emotion in Text-based AV scenarios
A small to medium moderation effect of vividness in
emotional induction for positive emotion and not for neg-
ative emotion was found in a meta-analysis of marketing
persuasion literature [30]. This difference in valence can
be explained by the cognitive elaboration hypothesis [31]
together with negatively valenced information hampering
cognitive processing [32]. When cognitive elaboration is high
the impact of vividness is high and when cognitive elabo-
ration is low the impact of vividness is non-significant. The
multi-authorship experiment will show that the emotional AV
scenario induction is moderated by cognitive elaboration. We
expect the multi-authorship condition to create a state of high
cognitive elaboration that moderates a positive change in
valence for positive scenarios. A greater number of positive
emotion inductions would be evidence of the moderation
effect, illustrated in Figure 3.
Hypothesis 1: That multi-authored vignettes will cause
more positive emotion induction than single authored vi-
gnettes
Fig. 3. Cognitive elaboration moderates the change in valence induced by
emotional vividness
E. Using Cognitive Elaboration to Extrapolate towards
High-fidelity Significance
Fig. 4. Extrapolation from high and low prototypes using cognitive
elaboration
Under multimedia learning theory, an HRI experiment
contains germane, extraneous and intrinsic load (or cognitive
demands) in relation to the dependent variable of interest.
In repeated experiments involving the same medium the
intrinsic load is held constant. High levels of cognitive
elaboration increase extraneous and germane load through
multi-authorship to create another, potentially more stringent,
test of the dependent variable of interest. This design-driven
test for HRI is founded upon the importance of multiple
meaning in design-driven research per Norman and Verganti
[5].
Our proposal is unique in that it incorporates multi-
authorship to carefully redesign prototypes (text-based AV
scenarios in this work) to produce additional design evidence
at the same level of fidelity as a form of “stress test.”
Within the same experimental medium, if an outcome of
interest remains significant at low and high cognitive levels
then multimedia learning theory suggests that it will also
be significant in a medium of higher intrinsic load at a low
cognitive level elaboration level, as illustrated in Figure 4.
This is because the additive cognitive load between the two
tests remains similar, allowing a theoretical relationship to
persist. However, if an outcome of interest is significant at
only one of the cognitive levels in a low-fidelity experiment
then we would expect mixed results at a higher fidelity.
Finally, if the outcome of interest is not significant at all
then we would expect that medium related biases were
unaccounted for or that high-fidelity significance will not
be found. Following [5], this kind of evidence can lead
to revolutionary understanding and easier identification of
“global maxima” in the space of HRI.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
A. Sample
Participants were recruited through a non-probability na-
tional U.S. convenience sample from the Prolific crowdsourc-
ing platform. For the single authored experiment, a total of 45
participants (18 female, 2 prefer not to say) with an average
age 25 - 34 years old. For the multi-authored experiment,
a total of 43 participants (18 female) with an average age
of 25 - 34 years old. Participants were assigned to only
one experiment. Participants were paid $7.25 an hour for
their participation in the 45 min to 90 min experiment. This
research was approved by the institutional review board at
the University of Michigan. We obtained informed consent
from each participant.
B. Method
To test the hypotheses we conducted a controlled experi-
ment where participants participated in trials where they (a)
provided a pretest rating of their emotion state along valence
and arousal dimensions [33], (b) verbally read aloud an
emotional valenced text based autonomous vehicle scenario
and (c) provided a posttest rating of emotion. After all exper-
imental trials the participant provided a summary rating of
scenario vividness along with and other qualitative feedback.
The experimental condition of authorship was manipulated
through the number of writers.
C. Design
This study included two studies. One study included
single-authored vignettes only and the other study included
multi-authored vignettes only. Participants were exposed to
two trials that included an unique negatively valenced or
unique positively valenced vignette. Randomized blocks ex-
amined the impact of authorship within the experiment. The
task was a pretest-posttest emotional induction task where
the participant first reported emotional valence and arousal
using a self assessment manikin [34] , read aloud a positive
or negative valenced text based autonomous vehicle scenario
(a vignette) and then again reported emotional valence and
arousal. The within-subjects component controlled for dif-
ferences in subject emotional response by accounting for
individual variability. The experimental design is illustrated
in Figure 5.
Fig. 5. Experimental design
D. Measures
We measure emotional valence and arousal with Self
Assessment Manikin (SAM) [34] and this measure has been
used in prior autonomous vehicle studies [35].
E. Variables
Authorship was manipulated for vignette creation to cre-
ate two levels, single and multiple authorship, for positive
and negative emotional scenarios as independent variables.
The dependent pretest-posttest emotion valence as the study
dependent variable.
Uniquely, we create multi-authorship by allowing authors
to revise single authored vignettes in a constrained crowd-
sourced creative revision task and we use their creative
work to synthesize a new vignette. In the crowdsourced
revision task, word omissions and inclusions support higher
cognitive elaboration when synthesized with another author’s
word omissions and inclusions by juxtaposing different view-
points. Each of the 4 original scenarios, positive and negative
valenced scenarios, were rewritten by two workers for a total
of 8 new scenarios. Participants were paid $7.25 an hour for
20 min to 90 min of work.
F. Task
Fig. 6. Experimental task sequence
Referring to Figure 6, the experimental task was to (1)
complete a pretest SAM, (2, 3 and 4) read out loud from
beginning to end the provided vignette, (5) complete a
posttest SAM and then wait 15 seconds for the next vignette.
In step (2) the user presses start recording prior to reading
the vignette. In step (3) the user reads the complete vignette
and then presses “stop recording.” In step (4) the user presses
next to advance to the posttest SAM which is then completed.
The 15 second wait acted as a washout period to allow user
emotion to settle to a presumably more neutral level. Parts
of the actual implementation are shown in Figure 7 that
represent (1, 5) and the main screen where steps (2, 3 and 4)
are carried out. A typical task took 10 minutes to complete.
Fig. 7. Actual main task screens
IV. RESULTS
A. Emotional Manipulation in High and Low Cognitive
Elaboration
Fig. 8. Counts of change in valence for multi and single authorship
Experimental evidence that multi-authorship induced
greater emotional manipulation was found. The barchart
shown in Figure 8 with single authorship in pink and
multi-authorship in blue shows a test of distributional shift
using the Wilcoxon signed rank test over three emotional
induction outcomes: negative, no change and positive. A
comparison of multi-authored and single authored differences
for positive vignettes was significantly different (WSR p
< 0.01, Z=16.03, Bonferroni corrected). Single authored
vignettes failed to induce significant positive emotional
changes. Hypothesis 1 was supported by significant evidence
for multi-authorship and insignificant evidence for single
authored vignettes. Negative vignettes in both single and
multi authored experiments showed significant negative va-
lence induction (both p < 0.01). To account for vividness
distributions as being a confounder we conducted a post-
hoc test on self-reported vividness. Both multi-authored and
single authored experiments had the same distribution of self-
reported vividness per two sample Kruskal Wallis test (χ2
= 0.60, df = 1, p = 0.44). Multi-authorship causes higher
levels of cognitive elaboration and interacts with vividness
in the positive condition as theorized. In summary, we
found support for our hypothesis that cognitive elaboration
causes significant emotional manipulation in text-based AV
scenarios.
V. DISCUSSION
That multi-authored stimuli and not single authored stimuli
showed significant effects in positive AV text-based sce-
narios directly promotes the importance of viewpoints in
low fidelity HRI study. The importance of perspective is
well known in the science, technology and society (STS)
literature, including the concept of unexpected information
from counter-experts [36], as well as promoted by Donald
Norman [5] for design-driven research.
A post-hoc review of positive and negative emotion in-
duction in higher fidelity automated (2) and manual (1)
driving experiments indicate greater robustness for negative
emotion inductions: greater number of inductions [37], range
of induction [38] and inter-rater reliability [39]. A broad
literature review indicates that scenario based methods for
emotional induction are more robust in negative than positive
cases [40]. Although further experiments are needed, for our
proposed extrapolation method this partial evidence reflects
the kind of mixed results one might expect when an effect
is found at one but not both levels of cognitive elaboration.
As future work, single authored vignettes revised by the
same author could be compared to multi-authored vignettes
to better examine the hypothesized effects of multiple view-
points for cognitive elaboration. Following our multimedia
extrapolation proposal, extrapolation from text to image+text
or even video+text format should be tested.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we investigated emotional responses to text
based autonomous vehicle scenarios and proposed a low-
fidelity design-driven extrapolation method. Our findings
contribute to the affective HRI literature in several ways.
First, we showed that a vividness-cognitive elaboration rela-
tionship existed for positive AV scenarios. This finding is
an important contribution because it provides support for
elusive emotional environmental phenomena in HRI contexts
where users engage in higher cognitive elaboration. Our
second contribution is a proposal for extrapolating low-
fidelity findings from text-based scenarios to higher fidelity
multimedia scenarios. Although tentative, this proposal may
allow the HRI experimenter to use design-driven research
to better identify “global maxima” in HRI design through
multiple perspectives providing additional stress tests as
evidence. Additional research is needed to isolate the true
effect of multi-authored stimuli as well as experimentally
test our extrapolation proposal.
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